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Abstract
The shape and intensity of natural selection can vary between years, potentially
resulting in a chronic reduction of fitness as individuals need to track a continually
changing optimum of fitness (i.e., a “lag load”). In endangered species, often characterized by small population size, the lack of genetic diversity is expected to limit
the response to this constant need to adjust to fluctuating selection, increasing the
fitness burden and thus the risk of extinction. Here, we use long-term monitoring
data to assess whether the type of selection for a key fitness trait (i.e., lay date) differs between two reintroduced populations of a threatened passerine bird, the hihi
(Notiomystis cincta). We apply recent statistical developments to test for the presence
or absence of fluctuation in selection in both the Tiritiri Mātangi Island and the Kārori
sanctuary populations. Our results support the presence of stabilizing selection in
Tiritiri Mātangi with a potential moving optimum for lay date. In Kārori our results favour a regime of directional selection. Although the shape of selection may differ, for
both populations an earlier lay date generally increases fitness in both environments.
Further, the moving optimum models of lay date on Tiritiri Mātangi, suggesting that
selection varies between years, imply a substantial lag load in addition to the fitness
burden caused by the population laying too late. Our results highlight the importance
of characterizing the form and temporal variation of selection for each population to
predict the effects of environmental change and to inform management.
KEYWORDS

adaptation, conservation, fluctuating environment, lay date, phenology, phenotypic plasticity,
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I NTRO D U C TI O N

new phenotypes that better match with the new optimum of fitness (Kopp & Matuszewski, 2014). When this variation is stochastic

Environmental variation is a fundamental aspect of evolution: fluc-

(rather than a single sudden or a gradual change of the optimum), the

tuations in environmental conditions over time can generate fluc-

changing environment is expected to induce a continual change in

tuations in natural selection, which in turn can shape phenotypic

selection direction and intensity, leading to fluctuations in the opti-

variation (Darwin, 1859). The theoretical relationship between fluc-

mal phenotype over time (Chevin et al., 2017; Estes & Arnold, 2007;

tuating selection and phenotypic variation has been well-studied,

Matuszewski et al., 2014). Moving optimum models have empha-

notably through moving optimum models. In such models, selection

sized the importance of stochastic environmental variation in the

favours an optimal trait value that varies over time, in turn favouring

maintenance of phenotypic heterogeneity via genetic polymorphism
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(Bürger, 1999) or via mechanisms that help to mitigate environmen-

were only partly able to plastically adjust their litter size to match

tal fluctuations such as phenotypic plasticity (Chevin & Lande, 2015;

the new optimum, resulting in an evolutionary lag load. More gen-

Tufto, 2000) and bet-hedging (Tufto, 2015). Yet, they also highlight

erally, two significant challenges in inferring both the fluctuations in

that fluctuations in selective pressure can prevent natural popu-

selection and the resultant lag load exist. First, the long-term stud-

lations from being perfectly adapted to their current environment

ies necessary for such analyses are relatively rare. Second, previous

(Eshel & Hamilton, 1984): perpetual fluctuations create a constant

models have not disentangled changes in the trait distribution from

delay between the contemporary selective pressure and the re-

changes in optimum fitness over time (Chevin et al., 2015; Gamelon

sponse to this selection, ultimately leading to a fitness burden called

et al., 2018). Both issues were recently tackled in an extensive anal-

a ‘lag load’ (Figure 1; Bürger & Lynch, 1995; Maynard Smith, 1976).

ysis of breeding phenology across wild populations of mammals and

Analytical predictions further demonstrate that, in a stochastic en-

birds (de Villemereuil et al., 2020). Using appropriate modelling of

vironment characterized by random fluctuations of the optimum

the fitness distribution (Poisson or Zero-Inflated Poisson distribu-

phenotype, small populations are likely to experience a simultane-

tions), the authors revealed substantial fluctuations in selection and

ous decrease in their growth rate and increase in population size

detected lag loads for the majority of populations.

variance, both likely to increase extinction risk (Chevin et al., 2017).

Breeding phenology is a particularly interesting case for fluc-

Despite the evolutionary importance of fluctuating selection,

tuating selection (i.e., timing of breeding) since this trait is both

evidence of lag load's impact in wild populations is limited in the

tightly linked to environmental fluctuations among years and is

literature, and empirical demonstration for the consequences of it

an important component of annual fitness and population per-

remains scarce. In one recent example, Bonnet and Postma (2018)

sistence (Chuine, 2010; Gienapp & Visser, 2006). In the aforemen-

demonstrated temporaral fluctuations in selection on body size of

tioned study of 39 bird and mammal populations (de Villemereuil

snow voles (Chionomys nivalis), although the mechanism for this se-

et al., 2020), the considerable annual variation in selection for breed-

lection was unclear. In another recent study, McAdam et al. (2019)

ing date was generally resolved by phenological plasticity. However,

demonstrated that annual changes in food availability imposed

in endangered populations, such variation in selection is expected

change in the optimum litter size for a North American red squir-

to have an exacerbated impact. First, threatened populations are

rel (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus) population. However, female squirrels

often exposed to extreme environments (Howard et al., 2020) and

F I G U R E 1 The lag-load concept. (a) In a stable environment, the year-to-year fluctuations in the optimum of fitness θ are relatively low.
As a consequence, natural populations can exhibit phenotypes (yellow distribution) reasonably well adapted to their environment, and the
‼
average phenotype of the population (z) is close to θ. The difference between the maximum absolute fitness Wmax and the mean fitness of
the population (W) is small. (b) In a stochastic and unpredictable environment, fluctuations in the optimum of fitness θ are more important
and it is more difficult for natural populations to be perfectly adapted to their environment: each year, the direction and intensity of
‼
selection changes. This fluctuating selection can increase the gap between z and θ and therefore increased the difference between Wmax and
W. This phenomenon creates a fitness burden called the ‘lag load’. Figure modified from de Villemereuil et al. (2020)
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environmental degradation (e.g. climate change, fragmentation, pollution) which can rapidly exacerbate the impact of environmental
variation (Boer, 2009). Moreover, endangered populations are often
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M E TH O D S

2.1 | Study populations and data collection

small and with low genetic variability, hence having limited potential to constantly adjust to a moving phenotypic optimum. In other

Tiritiri Mātangi sanctuary is located on an offshore island in Tīkapa

words, endangered populations are less likely to adapt their plastic

Moana / the Hauraki Gulf (36°36′8″S, 174°53′13″E), a sub-tropical

response rapidly enough to constantly track optimal phenotypes and

climatic zone (Figure 2). Seventy-one birds were introduced from

to resolve the chronic lag load generated by fluctuating selection

Te Hauturu-
o-
Toi over three translocation events in 1995, 1996

(Maynard Smith, 1976). If the rate of environmental change becomes

and 2010. No natural migration to or from the island has been ob-

too rapid for the population to keep up, the lag load can increase

served. Since 2005–2006, up to 20% of the fledglings have been

and impact demography, ultimately leading to higher extinction risk

translocated from the population to other sanctuaries to artificially

(Lande & Shannon, 1994; Maynard Smith, 1976). In this context,

maintain carrying capacity and for conservation purposes. The

assessing the fluctuations in the selection pressures operating on

Kārori population is located in Zealandia urban eco-sanctuary, in

threatened populations and evaluating their response is therefore

Wellington city (41°17′26″S, 174°45′10″E, oceanic climatic zone,

not only crucial to better predict their ability to adapt to their cur-

Figure 2). The sanctuary is protected by a pest-proof fence and has

rent and future environment (Boer, 2009; Chevin et al., 2017; Wigley

been free of mammalian predators since 2000. Sixty-four hihi were

et al., 1998), but also to develop appropriate management policies.

reintroduced in 2005 from Tiritiri Mātangi and Pūkaha National

In this study, we explored the pattern of temporal variation

Wildlife Centre. Subsequently, 57 birds were reintroduced over six

in selection on lay date in two populations of the endangered

translocations between 2005 and 2012. No natural immigration has

hihi (Notiomystis cincta). Once spread across the North Island of

ever been recorded but birds may emigrate outside of the sanctuary

Aotearoa New Zealand, this endemic bird now only occurs nat-

(Brekke et al., 2011; Ewen et al., 2013).

urally in Te Hauturu-o-Toi sanctuary (Little Barrier Island; 36°120

In both sanctuaries, nesting attempts and reproductive success

S, 175°050 E; Figure 2). In the past 50 years, hihi have been rein-

are recorded every season for all individuals in the population. Hihi

troduced to pest-
free sanctuaries, spread across Aotearoa New

reproduce during the austral spring and summer (late September

Zealand and representing a large range of habitats and climatic

to January). Within a season, females can lay multiple clutches of

conditions (Figure 2). The Tiritiri Mātangi and Kārori populations

between three and five eggs, with large variation in fledgling suc-

(the two populations of interest) occur at the two extremes of this

cess (from 0% to 100%). In both sanctuaries, birds are provided with

range (i.e., the sanctuaries are 525 kms apart), with hihi monitored

supplementary food and nest boxes. In total, the Tiritiri Mātangi

since reintroduction and lay date and reproductive success consis-

data set includes 1204 whole-season breeding attempts, from 804

tently recorded for both populations. Previous studies have demon-

unique females, over 23 consecutive reproductive seasons (1997 to

strated that both populations contain low levels of genetic diversity

2019). For Kārori, the data set contains 606 breeding events from

(Brekke et al., 2011; de Villemereuil, Rutschmann, Lee, et al., 2019),

168 unique females, over 15 consecutive reproductive seasons

low levels of additive genetic variance and therefore a low adaptive

(from to 2005 to 2019).

potential (Bonnet et al., 2022; de Villemereuil, Rutschmann, Ewen,

For our analyses, fitness was considered as the total number of

et al., 2019; Rutschmann et al., 2020). This low ability to adapt for

fledglings produced by a female over the entire reproductive season

hihi is in contrast to other species where higher adaptive potential

and can therefore include the output of one, two or three reproduc-

has enabled a shift towards earlier lay dates in response to climate

tive events a season (the success in second or third clutches being

change (Charmantier & Gienapp, 2014; for a New Zealand species

usually much lower than the reproductive success of the first clutch;

see: Teplitsky et al., 2010). For the hihi, some plasticity of lay date

see Table S1 for detailed numbers). The start of the breeding season

in response to temperature has been detected in the Tiritiri Mātangi

was chosen as the timing of the lay date of the first breeding attempt

population (de Villemereuil, Rutschmann, Lee, et al., 2019), but this

of the season, with earlier initial breeding increasing the chances of

is not enough to resolve the discrepancy between the optimal and

re-clutching. For all analyses, lay date has been centred using the

average lay date. Therefore, hihi populations appear very unlikely

mean across years and scaled to a within-year variance of one.

to track chronic environmental fluctuations, potentially challenging
population persistence in the future. To better understand whether
selection on lay date fluctuates over time and to assess whether

2.2 | Models of fluctuating selection

the patterns of selection might differ between the Tiritiri Mātangi
and Kārori populations, we modelled variation of fitness over time

To analyse the shape and intensity of selection in both populations,

in both environments using a moving optimum model framework.

we compared the statistical fit of three fitness models as described

More specifically, in both populations we assessed (i) how environ-

in de Villemereuil et al. (2020). In each model, z represents the first

mental variation affects the shape of natural selection, (ii) whether

breeding attempt of the season and fitness (W) is computed as the

the resulting natural selection fluctuates over time and (iii) how com-

total number of fledglings produced over the entire reproductive

parable those features are between populations.

season.
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TA B L E 1 Fitness models for lay date
Population

Model

LOOIC

a. Tiritiri Mātangi

FluctCorrOpt

4134.74

0

ConstOpt

4135.63

0.89

FluctOpt

4136.34

1.6

FluctCorrDir

4142.16

7.42

FluctDir

4142.27

7.53

b. Kārori

ΔLOOIC

ConstDir

4152.11

17.38

NoSel

4166.2

31.47

ConstDir

1091.44

0

ConstOpt

1092.97

1.53

FluctCorrDir

1093.16

1.72

FluctDir

1093.56

2.12

FluctCorrOpt

1093.98

2.55

FluctOpt

1094.85

3.41

NoSel

1104.71

13.27

Note: Seven models, with three shapes of selection for lay date (None
(NoSel), directional (Dir), stabilizing (Opt)), are compared. Each selection
shape was modelled as constant (Const), fluctuating (Fluct) and with
temporal correlation in the fluctuations (Corr). Information content for
each model is assessed via a leave-one-out procedure (LOOIC) and
models are compared with ΔLOOIC.

F I G U R E 2 Hihi populations across the North Island of Aotearoa
New Zealand. Te Hauturu-o-Toi is the remnant population. Shape
and fluctuations of natural selection were estimated in the Tiritiri
Mātangi and Kārori populations, the six other reintroduced
populations (grey circles) have insufficient data to be included
in this study. Average climatic conditions are provided for both
populations

see de Villemereuil, Rutschmann, Lee, et al., 2019), we also included
an intercept-modifier effect into the models based on three age
categories: reproductive females were considered either young (if
age = 1), old (if age > 6) or middle-aged (otherwise).
We first assumed selection to be constant between seasons and
only included female identity as a random effect on the intercept of

The first model (“NoSel”) assumes no selection: for each female,

the models (i.e., a or Wmax). These models are referred to as “ConstDir”

the fitness W is estimated as the expected number of fledglings (a)

and “ConstOpt”. Then, we allowed seasonal fluctuations in fitness pa-

but does not depend on the lay date (z):

rameters of selection (b or θ) by adding a yearly random effect to them
(1)

W = exp(a)

(“FluctDir” and “FluctOpt” models). Finally, temporal autocorrelation (𝜑
) was introduced between consecutive “seasonal” values for the slope

The second model (“Dir.”) assumes directional selection, i.e., the

b (“FluctCorrDir”) or the optimum θ (“FluctCorrOpt”) as a first-order

expected fitness W(z) depends on the number of fledglings (a) and a

auto-regression (AR1) from each year to another (Equation 4). In other

linear function of slope b of the lay date:

words, the value of θ for year t depended on the value of θ for year t−1:
(2)

W(z) = exp(a + bz)

𝜃t = 𝜇 + 𝜑 𝜃t −1 + 𝜀

(4)

The third model (“Opt.”) assumes the existence of a Gaussian-

In contrast to the ConstDir and ConstOpt models that assume

shaped optimum lay date, i.e., the expected fitness W(z) is esti-

that selection changes randomly each year, the models with auto-

mated assuming an optimum lay date (θ) for which the number

correlation imply that selection is to some degree predictable from

of fledglings is maximized (Wmax ). The parameter ω describes the

the selection in the previous year (i.e., suggesting some degree of

width of the fitness function, with smaller ω causing stronger sta-

temporal auto-correlation in the environment). The combination of

bilizing selection:

fitness functions and patterns of fluctuations resulted in seven modW(z) = Wmax exp

(

− (z − 𝜃)
2𝜔2

2)

els per population (Table 1).
(3)

All models included random effects of female identity to account

2.3 | Statistical analyses

for repeated measures. Because previous studies found a strong age
structure in the start of the breeding season for Tiritiri Mātangi pop-

Models were computed with the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo frame-

ulation (i.e., young and old females tending to start breeding later;

work as provided in Stan (Hoffman & Gelman, 2014). We ran 10

|
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F I G U R E 3 The best fitness models
for lay date in the two hihi populations:
(a) stabilizing selection with a fluctuating
optimum for Tiritiri Mātangi island
(each colour represents a different year,
earliest years of the survey being in blue,
latest ones in yellow) and (b) directional
selection towards earlier lay date for
Kārori, with best support for a single
model across years

chains, with 3000 iterations each including a 1000-iteration burn-in

3
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and thinning every five iterations. In total, we obtained 4000 iterations for each model to ensure an effective sample size above 200

The observed first breeding event (i.e., lay date) was similar between

for all parameters. Convergence was checked with graphical inspec-

populations, with a median of November 2nd (range October 20th

tion as well as using the potential scale reduction factor diagnostic

to November 11th) for Tiritiri Mātangi, and October 31st (range

(Vehtari et al., 2021). Models were compared using an information

October 4th to December 1st) for Kārori. For both populations sec-

criterion derived from a Leave-
One-
Out (LOO) procedure with

ond and third clutches often continued into the late austral summer

Pareto smoothed importance sampling, from which we extracted

(See Figure S1a). The average annual number of fledglings per fe-

LOOIC, which can be interpreted in a similar manner to a classical

male was 2.73 (± standard error of 1.93) for Tiritiri Mātangi and 3.30

information criterion.

(± 2.37) for Kārori (See Figure S1b). In Tiritiri Mātangi both intercept

With a smaller number of females in Kārori (n = 168) compared

parameters for age (young or old females) were negative, suggesting

to Tiritiri Mātangi (n = 804), we were expecting models may lack

lower fitness for immature (meta-estimate weighted across mod-

power in this population, notably to distinguish between selective

els: median −0.27, credible interval [−0.36; −0.18]) or older females

regimes. To test this, we used a random subsampling approach.

(−0.37 [−0.61; −0.15]). By contrast, although they were also nega-

We subsampled the Tiritiri Mātangi lay date data set (n = 1204)

tive, age parameters were not significant in Kārori (young: −0.044

to match the Kārori sample size (n = 606) and tested the fit of all

[−0.19; 0.048]; old: −0.51 [−1.52; 0.37]).

models to this data set. We repeated this subsampling 10 times,
fitted each of the seven models of selection to each of the 10
data sets, and calculated the average support for each of the

3.1 | Selection shape and fluctuations

models by computing the ratio of the summed support for each
model over all subsamples to the total support for all subsam-

To study the selection operating on lay date, we contrasted mod-

ples (See Supplementary Information 2). Then we compared the

els of selection where fitness (i.e., the total number of fledglings

average support for each of the selection models to those using

produced over the entire reproductive season) was predicted by

the full Tiritiri Mātangi data set to see whether a smaller sam-

the first breeding event of the season. We did not find a unique

ple size provided a consistent result. We also visually compared

model that best fitted to the Tiritiri Mātangi population data set.

the predicted shape of selection for each of the 10 subsampled

Instead, we found the three models including an optimum in lay date

data set models, and notably inspected the shape of selection be-

(FluctCorrOpt, ConstOpt, FluctOpt) to be within a close ΔLOOIC of

tween the ConstDir (i.e., directional selection that does not vary

each other (ΔLOOIC < 2, Table 1). All other models had very weak

across years) and ConstOpt (i.e., stabilizing selection that does

support (ΔLOOIC > 7) and were not considered. From the three top

not vary across years) models. Doing this allowed us to better as-

models, the presence of an optimum in lay date in Tiritiri Mātangi is

sess the shape of selection and notably to look for the presence

well supported (Figure 3.a): estimators indicate a significantly nega-

or absence of a clear optimum within the observed phenotypic

tive optimum lay date (meta-estimate weighted across models for θ:

range, in the ConstOpt models. Finally, the shape of these models

−1.95 [−2.51, −1.42]) and a sharp peak width (ω: 2.63 [2.15, 3.17]).

was contrasted to the ConstDir and ConstOpt models for the full

Therefore, the optimal lay date for Tiritiri Mātangi an earlier than the

Kārori data set.

average lay date observed in the population.

6
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Based on LOOIC, it is difficult to validate the presence or ab-

higher fitness. These findings suggest that neither the smaller data

sence of fluctuations in the optimum lay date. Yet a close inspection

set in Kārori nor the potential resulting lack of power are solely driv-

of the lay date optimum (θ varies between −2.18 and − 1.14; also see

ing our results.

Figure 3a) and of the magnitude of fluctuations in the lay date optimum (σθ: 0.43 [0.10, 0.83]; see Table S3a–c for tables of model estimates) clearly indicates that there are substantial lay date optimum

4
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DISCUSSION

fluctuations between years, suggesting the presence of fluctuating
stabilizing selection. In other words, the variation among years in

Although once widespread across Aotearoa New Zealand, the hihi

the optimal lay date amounts to 42% of the phenotypic variation

became almost extinct in the wild by the 1880s. Due to success-

within years, meaning that changes in the timing of the optimum

ful reintroduction efforts, hihi have recovered from a single rem-

are relatively strong compared to the variation occurring between

nant source population and can now be found in sanctuaries across

individuals. Finally, the correlation between θ and the average lay

the North Island of New Zealand. Because of micro-or macro-

date in the population was significant (0.47 [0.07, 0.79]; associated

geographical variation between sanctuaries, each population faces

Bayesian posterior p-value = 0.05), suggesting that, although the

unique environmental and/or ecological conditions. As a result of

population shifts their lay date in response to an earlier optimum,

this variation, we inferred different shapes of natural selection on a

there is a rather constant mismatch between both parameters (also

key fitness trait, lay date, between the two populations in this study,

see Video S1).

despite all individuals originating from the same remnant population.

For the Kārori population, the best supported model was a

Our results highlight the importance of characterizing selection for

model with constant directional selection (Figure 3b, Table 1b), with

each population when considering the likely adaptive potential of

no change in the strength of selection (i.e., the slope of the relation-

a species across their range. They also have important implications

ship between lay date and fitness) across years. However, both the

for understanding the extinction risk faced by threatened species

ConstOpt and FluctCorrDir models were within a close ΔLOOIC (<2).

characterized by small population sizes.

Furthermore, all models (except NoSel) were within ΔLOOIC range
of 3.5 (Table 1b) and were hard to dismiss completely. That is, in
Kārori, our results provide mixed support on the selection shape and

4.1 | Variation in selection shape

whether selection fluctuates over time. Yet, visual (Figure S2b,c) and
parametrical (meta-estimate weighted across models for θ: −8.17

We found two different shapes of selection in the two popula-

[−25.9, −1.01]; ω: 7.70 [3.91, 13.31]; σθ: 0.42 [2.12e−4, 1.55]; see

tions. For the Tiritiri Mātangi population, in agreement with previ-

Tables S3d–f for all model estimates) inspections of the models with

ous results on a smaller data set (de Villemereuil et al., 2020; de

fluctuating optimums reveals that they all present characteristics of

Villemereuil, Rutschmann, Ewen, et al., 2019), the best models all

directional selection (very early lay date optimum θ; very wide peak

predicted the existence of a pronounced optimum lay date, implying

width ω; non-significant fluctuations in optimum lay date). Finally,

a regime of stabilizing selection. This result suggests that in Tiritiri

note that the slope b of all models suggesting directional selections

Mātangi, initiating reproduction too early or too late may drastically

are significantly negative (b: −0.15 [−0.22, −0.076]), suggesting that,

decrease fledglings' chances of survival, and hence maternal fitness.

similar to Tiritiri Mātangi, earlier lay dates lead to higher fitness in

In contrast, results indicated an ambiguous support for directional

the Kārori population.

or optimal models in Kārori. However, a close examination of the
models with an optimum in Kārori reveals that the inferred shape is

3.2 | Power analyses

in fact largely directional (Figure S2c), such that earlier breeding may
increase fitness. It is possible that, with a smaller number of individuals, results observed in Kārori may be the result of a lack of power to

To determine whether the smaller Kārori data set would be able to

accurately infer the shape of selection. Yet, this is not likely to be the

distinguish between different types of selection, we subsampled

case as our power analysis shows that the smaller sample-size alone

the Tiritiri Mātangi data set to the same number of lay date records

cannot explain the selection trend observe in Kārori (Supplementary

as the Kārori data set. Across 10 replicate samples, we found com-

Information 2). Despite differences in the shape of selection, earlier

parable support for directional (42%) or stabilizing selection (41%),

lay dates were associated with increased fitness for both populations

the model with no selection receiving the lowest support (16%; See

(although in Tiritiri Mātangi the stabilizing selection suggests that

Table S2). Thus, not all subsets of the data support stabilizing selec-

being very early also leads to reduced fitness). It is therefore likely

tion (Opt. models). However, across all sub-samples, optimum mod-

that, within physiological constraints (Dawson & Sharp, 2007), early

els consistently return a narrow 𝜔 parameter and therefore exhibit

breeding allows birds to have multiple breeding attempts and hence

bell-shape curves, which suggests an optimum. This clearly contrasts

increase their fitness. The absence of an optimum in Kārori is quite

with the Kārori data set (Figures S2a:c), where both the directional

puzzling as it is highly unlikely that earlier reproduction is always

selection and stabilizing selection models suggests the absence of

better. The detection of directional selection in breeding phenology

optimum (i.e., no peak), with earlier lay date consistently leading to

is often thought to be the result of competition for reproductive

|
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partners, nesting locations or resources, with healthier individuals

In our previous study, we demonstrated that the Tiritiri Mātangi

reproducing earlier (Johansson & Jonzén, 2012; Price et al., 1988).

population shows an important discrepancy between the average

In Kārori sanctuary, intra-specific competition appears unlikely:

lay date and its optimal value (de Villemereuil, Rutschmann, Ewen,

natural emigration exists but is not common, and nesting competi-

et al., 2019), indicating a maladaptive phenology and potentially a

tion does not seem to be a major issue as several nest boxes stay

fitness burden. In the same study, we also demonstrated that this

vacant each season and natural nesting remains rare. One possible

discrepancy was present despite the existence of a strong plastic

explanation for directional selection in Kārori lay date lies in the ex-

response of lay date to environmental temperatures (average tem-

istence of inter-specific competition with other native birds such as

perature 50 days before the mean of lay date over the years). Here,

korimako (bellbirds, Anthornis melanura) and tūī (tui, Prosthemadera

our results indicate that the population may suffer from a second

novaeseelandiae) (Castro & Robertson, 1997). Although also pre-

fitness burden, this time resulting from the lag load generated by

sent on Tiritiri Mātangi Island, co-occurrence with these species in

annual fluctuations in selection. Considering the low levels of ge-

Kārori could produce a harsher competitive environment, especially

netic variation in hihi populations (de Villemereuil, Rutschmann, Lee,

around supplementary food, sometimes monopolized by korimako

et al., 2019), this evolutionary load could have the potential to exac-

or tūī (Castro & Robertson, 1997). In this context, ‘less competitive’

erbate (or reduce) the discrepancy between the optimal lay date and

hihi may be suffering from the competition more than others (e.g.,

the observed one. In this example, phenotypic plasticity seems to be

inexperienced or older individuals) and be forced to lay later. Only a

“calibrated” enough to partly track the fluctuations of the optimum

closer examination of intra-and inter-specific interactions in Kārori

(i.e., as indicated by the significant and positive correlation between

would allow this hypothesis to be tested. A second non mutually

θ and the average lay date: 0.47 [0.07, 0.79]), reducing the strength

exclusive hypothesis to explain directional selection could be that

of the lag load and consequently, the negative impact on the popu-

an evolutionary strategy evolved in response to trade-offs, shifting

lation. On the other hand, the ability of this plastic response to track

the evolutionary equilibrium to later lay dates (Price et al., 1988).

the optimum means that in years when the optimum lay date is later,

Such evolutionary displacement towards late reproduction has been

phenotypic plasticity tends to be maladaptive by further delaying

demonstrated in different birds (under the effect of nutritional state,

the lay date. In such a situation, a non-plastic response could poten-

food availability, age or photoperiod; Visser et al., 2010), including in

tially increase the fitness (Duputié et al., 2015). To further under-

the hihi for age (de Villemereuil, Rutschmann, Ewen, et al., 2019) or

stand the demographic consequences of the lag load in threatened

variation in home range quality (Rutschmann et al., 2020). Harsher

populations, our work could be extended in the future to evaluate

conditions in Kārori (e.g., the habitat is on average 20% colder and

the impact of the discrepancy between the average and the optimal

70% more humid than in Tiritiri Mātangi; see further details in

lay date for each year on the population growth rate.

Supplementary Information 4) could also prevent inexperienced

In contrast to Tiritiri Mātangi, and despite the absence of a unique

birds or individuals in poor condition from tracking the environmen-

best model, it appears that the shape of the selection was constant

tal optimum (Salvante et al., 2013). The absence of significant dif-

over time in Kārori. This result suggests a rather constant environ-

ference between young, mature and old individuals confirms that

ment, imposing less variation in natural selection. However, our re-

conditions may be stronger as no one is able to ‘outplay’ the oth-

sults highlight a larger variation in start-date of the breeding season

ers, however, experienced or fit they are. Again, additional analysis

in Kārori (ranging from October 4th to December 1st) compared to

of the relationships between lay date, individual quality and envi-

Tiritiri Mātangi (October 20th – November 11th), which suggests

ronmental conditions would be necessary to further explore this

higher levels of plasticity in the phenology in Kārori. In a complemen-

hypothesis.

tary analysis (Supplementary Information 5), we found no support for
plasticity based on the thermal cues found to correlate with lay date

4.2 | Variation in selection fluctuation and
potential response to selection

in Tiritiri Mātangi (de Villemereuil, Rutschmann, Ewen, et al., 2019).
These contrasting results (i.e., an absence of fluctuations in selection, yet the presence of phenotypic plasticity, unrelated to the well-
established phenological temperature cue in birds) are unexpected

A second notable difference between the two populations lies in

and remain difficult to interpret. One possible explanation is linked to

the fluctuations of the selection pattern over time. Despite the ab-

the species' reintroduction history. The remnant hihi population on Te

sence of a clear best model highlighting fluctuation in selection (i.e.,

Hauturu-o-Toi Island is located only 46 km away from Tiritiri Mātangi.

FluctCorrOpt, ConstOpt and FluctOpt models have similar support),

Therefore, the climatic conditions experienced by birds on Tiritiri

the parameters of the FluctCorrOpt model for Tiritiri Mātangi are in-

Mātangi are very likely to be within the range experienced by their

dicative of strong fluctuations in the lay date optimum (σθ: 0.43 [0.10,

ancestors, and the population may still be able to track environmental

0.83]). This amount of variation is relatively low compared to other

fluctuations based on ancestral plastic reaction norms. However, in

bird populations (σθ: 1.89 [0.33, 0.4.1] from a meta-analyses on 13

Kārori, reaction norms based on climatic fluctuations experienced on

different species; de Villemereuil et al., 2020) but are consistent with

Te Hauturu-o-Toi (or Tiritiri Mātangi) are likely to be unsuitable, as

prior results on a more limited data set for Tiritiri Mātangi population

Kārori's environment is significantly colder and wetter (temperature:

(de Villemereuil et al., 2020).

Kārori - 14.49 ± 0.71°C vs. Tiritiri Mātangi - 17.21 ± 0.46°C; rainfall:
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Kārori - 131.73 ± 61.25 mm vs. Tiritiri Mātangi - 78.37 ± 25.06 mm;

Te Aparangi. AWS was also supported by a New Zealand National

See Figure 1, Figure S4 and Supplementary Information 4 for more

Science Challenge Biological Heritage Project Grant, Project 1.4, and

information). To say it differently, the temperature cues hihi expe-

Genomics Aotearoa. AR was supported by a grant from the Science

rience in Kārori are potentially too far removed from the conditions

Faculty Research Development Fund of the University of Auckland.

they initially evolved in, and the behavioural responses exhibited by

PB and JGE were supported by Research England.

hihi in this population may therefore be disconnected from the optimum in their new environment. This hypothesis is highly speculative

C O N FL I C T O F I N T E R E S T

but has the advantage to explain why both patterns of selection and

The authors have no conflict of interest to declare.

plasticity differ between populations.
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